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FOREWORD

The Personnel Accession and Utilization Technical Area of the
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
performs research in recruiting, selection, classification, and
career development of Army officer and enlisted personnel.
Officer career research includes the continuing development of
achievement measures and rating techniques, and support of the
Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS) and the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC).

ROTC cadets are systematically evaluated on their performance
and leadership potential during the 6-week Advanced Summer Camp,
as a partial basis for later assignment decisions. With the
introduction of women in ROTC and the increased use of perfor-
mance-based techniques for measuring individual skill development,
changes in the evaluation system in Advanced Summer Camp were
called for. The present report presents suggestions for d
revised and improved evaluation system.

Research was accomplishe- under Army Project 2Q763731A768, in
response to requests from the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for ROTC of the Army Training and Doctrine Command (Orl2-ROTC,
TRALOC).

Acting Technical Director
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AN EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR ARMY ROTC ADVANCED SUMMER CAMP

+ BRIEF

Requirement:

To develop an improved evaluation system to assess performance
and judge leadership potential of ROTC cadets in ROTC Advanced

Summer Camp.

Procedure:

Decisions in cadet evaluation must consider what should be
measured and where and how to measure it. Research indicates

that leadership performance can be measured as "hard skills"
(cognitive performance) and "soft skills" (noncognitive perform-
ance). Hard skills such as reading a map have specific right or
wrong responses. Soft skills involve value jtudgments and appro-
priate ways of acting, such as shouting an order or quietly

making a request. Not only are an ROTC cadet's career intentions

assessed in Advanced Camp, but a cadet's ability to cope with the
stresses of Advanced Camp's military field environment is a good

indicator of fuutrc success as an officer.

Find ings:

Appropriate evaluation methods are: (1) objective performance
tests, or performance-based tests, to assess hard skills; (2)

querying the cadet to learn career intentions; and (3) judgmnental
ratings by staff cadre and by fel'ow cadets to assess soft-skill

leadership performance and to record inferences about leadership
potential. Cadre ratings may be made on overall camp performance
or on specific situations. Peer ratings, properly guarded against
bias, also pr-vide valid measures of leadership effectiveness.

Specific evaluation measures were suggested by subject for
the 1977 camp.

Utilization of Findings:

Many of the specific suggestions have been incorporated into the

ROTC Advanced Camp evaluation system.
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I V

"NOTE. hen this paper was prepared, changes in the Army ROTC Advanced

Camp Evaluation System for 1977 were being considered. Some of the

suggestions in this paper were in fact incorporated into the 1977

system, and a number of additional changes to the evaluation system v
have been implemented sinee. Such changes, occurring between the time

at which this paper was written and the time it was published, make

some of the suggestions contained herein irrelevant to the current

: •operational system. However, it is felt that the general concepts

underlying specific recommendations remain relevant to this system and it

that the reader will obtain maximum benefit by focusing on such concepts.

ix
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AN EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR ARMY ROTC ADVANCED SUMMER CAMP

The Advanced ROTC Summer Camp Evaluation System is a means for
assessing, in the training environment, a cadet's military skills,
knowledge, and performance. The assessment furnishes developmental
feedback to individual cadets, as well as providing their military
science professors with a measure of their development as potential mili-
tary officers. Furthermore, assessment helps the Department of the Army
make selection and placement decisions such as ROTC scholarship awards,
Regular Army commissions, Active Duty/Active-Duty-for-Training assign-
ments, and military occupational specialty assignments. Finally,
assessments serve as criteria for evaluating the ROTC selection and
training systems.

This report describes a model presented to the Army for the 1977
Advanced Camp evaluation system and explains the rationale of the model.

THE CADET EVALUATION SYSTEM

The Advanced Summer Camp Evaluation System is actually a sub-part
of the Cadet Evaluation System, which uses ýwn aggregate approach toward
assessing a cadet. Many aspects of his 1 behavior and abilities are
measured, using several different techniques. Table 1 shows the total
Cadet Evaluation System, what measurements are used, and how and when
they are obtained.

The total system assesses a cadet's intellectual functioning and
achievement, potential for selected military specialties, development
of skills, and qualities of leadership. His performance is measured
and is also rated by himself, his cadre, and his peers. The summer
camps are integral to this system. Basic Camp, attended by two-year
program cadets before they enter Military Science III, provides an
assessment of their leadership qualities and military skills that would
otherwise be unavailable. In fact, the Basic Summer Camp attempts to
obtain information about the two-year program cadet almost equal to
that gained through two years of.work with a cadet enrolled in the four-
year program.

Advanced Summer Camp places the cadet in a field environment,
providing "hands-on" performance information necessary for counseling,
selection, and placement. Essentially, it is the major opportunity
to observe his empirical knowledge and skills.

To further place the Advanced Camp Evaluation System in context,
Figure 1 shows a three-way matrix of the structure of the Total Evalua-
tion System.

IThroughout this report the masculine pronoun has been used to
Inclucd, male arid female idets.
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Figure 1. Total. Cadet Evaluation System

in this figure the three dirmensions arc: 1\ theŽ method of obtain~ing
measurements, *.jŽ) the content mneasured, and L h(ý SitoULion in which
the measurement is made.



Methods of obtaining measurements are: (a) objective performance
outputs, such as physical fitness test scores, number of correct responses
on an achievement test and time-distance scores on a land navigation
test; (b) self-report inventories of the cadet's own responses to
questions about his background and activities, his attitudes and beliefs;
and (c) ratings of performance by others, such as peers, cadre officers
and NCOs.

Content measures are in three categories: hard skills, soft leader-
ship skills, and interests. Hard skills are those with specific right
or wrong responses, such as a correct solution to a map reading problem,
or the number of hits on a target. ý'oft skills pertain to the style or
manner in which tasks are executed. They contain value judgments which
often tend to be bipolar in concept. For example, a cadet may use power
or conciliation to achieve his ends. Quantity may be viewed as preferable
to quality or vice versa. Daring and risk-taking may be preferred over
care and caution, or the other way around. Often a "soft skill" can
become detrimental if carried to excess: Daring and risk-taking can
change to recklessness, caution to timidity. In fact, it is considered
more useful to replace general concepts such as caution or forcefulness
with specifics, such as forceful command of men in combat or cautious
approaches to design of operations (Uhlaner, 1975, p. 3.). The third
content category, interest, attempts to measure the extent to which the
cadet has committed himself to a career as an Army officer.

The third dimension in the model is the situation in which these
measurements are made. An ROTC cadet spends most of his time in a civilian,
academic environment, whereas his life as an officer will be in a mili-
tary, bureaucratic setting involving different performance demands. An
officer must be competent in turbulent and emotionally and physically
stressful situations. Summer camp provides exactly the context in which
this gap. can be closed. The cadet's ability to handle non-academic
stressful situations in this more concentrated environment is an impor-
tant measure of his command potential.

LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR BASED ON OFFICER ASSESSMENT RESEARCH

ARI research on officer leadership performance has described eight
behavior factors leading to effective mission performance. These factors,
or performance dimensions, studied in realistic situations, all involve
the hard and soft skill factors defined earlier in this report and fall
into the domains of combat or technical-managerial leadership. Specifi-
cally, the Officer Evaluation Center (OEC) research program and subsequent
analyses (Uhlaner 1970, 1975; Helme, Willemin & Grafton, 1971, 1974)
show these leadership behavior factors to be related to effective accomp-
lishment of a variety of missions, such as establishing a roadblock,
assessing captured weapons, or selecting depot sites. The eight major
factors are discussed below and in Figure 2 (adapted from Uhlaner, 1975).

4
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There is substantial differentiation between the combat and technical/
managerial domains of management leadership. In Figure 2, note the four
quadrants of the model. Those on the right of the figure relate to
factors of leadership in combat, whereas those on the left deal with
leadership related to technical/managerial performance. The upper two
quadrants show dimensions in which the leader accomplishes his objectives
through his team or through other men and women. Dimensions shown in the
lower quadrants, although important to effective operational leadership,
represent the individual behaviors depending on his knowledge, capability,
and resourcefulness.

MISSION PERSISTENCE

One dimension emerging from the research data which sits astride
all four quadrants is mission persistence, which includes dogged persis-
tence in carrying out orders and willingness to risk personal safety to
achieve a goal. The officer must accept his role as an essential instru-
ment in pursuing mission goals. This attitude runs through diverse
behaviors in diverse situations, directing maintenance of combat vehicles,
keeping combat reconnaissance teams going, or resisting enemy interrogation.
In fact, mission persistence appears to be a key factor in all leader
performance.

TECHNICAL/MANAGERIAL LEADERSHIP

The first major factor shown in Figure 2 is technical/managerial
leadership, which emphasizes effective problem solving in support of
combat operations. Well-organized planning, reporting, and follow-
through under varying degrees of stress exemplify this behavior.

COMBAT LEADERSHIP

The second major factor, combat leadership, describes effective
conduct of combat missions through use of men and material appropriate
to given situations. Decisive response to emergencies, clear direction,
and active example are key behaviors. The central aspects of this fac-
tor are forcefulness and assurance, coupled with consideration for men.
The successful combat officer relies on tactical knowledge and specific
performance skills.

TEAM LEADERSHIP AS OPPOSED.TO PERSONAL RESOURCEFULNESS

Teamwork-oriented behavior first involves carrying out command
missions, training and using men, providing on-site security, under-
standing the mission, keeping cool, and reporting effectively to superiors.
The other end of this factor is self-reliance, in which the individual

6



di:3plays courage, endurance, and personal commitment. Thus, effective
team leadership involves a continuum from reliance on oneself to reliance
on a team to accomplish an objective.

COMMAND OF MEN AS OPPOSED TO TECHNICAL SPECIALIST

This aspect of combat leadership is characterized by a commander
who effectively employs men as contrasted to one who functions as a
technical specialist. Components of the command aspect are ability to
control in a field operation, to make timely decisions, and to motivate
men in combat. The technical specialist factor is measured by perfor-
mance in areas such as automotive inspection, assessing captured weapons,
computing radiation levels, or selecting depot sites.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTION AS OPPOSED TO TECHNICAL TENACITY

One end of this continuum depicts the military leader operating
in a variety of situations: determining combat security, selecting
depot sites, assessing damage from enemy action--all tasks requiring
decisive and timely action as well as organizing ability, endurance,
and maintenance of technical competence under stress. Effectiveness
seems to depend on use of perseverance and oral communication to impress
subordinates, peers and superiors. At the othor end of this continuum
is individual technical tenacity, the ability to apply decisiveness,
organizing ability, and special knowledgc to the solution of technica)/
managerial problems oneself rather than through the organizational
structure.

LEADERSHIP PERFORMANCE

The performance of the leader is affected by both cognitive and non-
cognitive aspects of his behavior. For example, the combat officer must
rely on solid tactical knowledge and skill. However, the manner in
which he applies this skill is influenced by noncognitive factors such
as his demeanor, his system of values, or his attitude toward suburdinates
and peers and toward the mission objective, all brought to bear in a
particular environment. To the officer in a technical/managerial
activity, cognitive technical skills are basic to performance. Even so,
his success will also depend on his ability to direct subordinates, main-

tain poise under emergency demands, and to persist toward the accomplisih-
ment of his mission.

Thus, the seventh and eighth factors demonstrate both the differen-
tial requirements of combat and technical/managerial duties and the common
requirement for cognitive abilities, however different these may be.

I7



TACTICAL STAFF SKILLS

This factor in the effectiveness of the combat leader depends on
effective appiication of specialized knowledge and skills in combat

operations. Among skills measured are the ability to deploy troops,
use or set up networks of facilities, and to use or set up combat zone
communications. VIi -4

TECHNICAL STAFF SKILLS i

The final factor involes a major aspect of technical/managerial
performance--the use of specific knowledge and skills in logistics and
technical services in support of combat activities. This factor is
characterized by practical application of knowledge of material in a
setting requiring effective staff relations.

FACTOR RELATIONS

Some factors in the figure are connected by arrows. To conception-
alize such factors one should recognize that a person working individually
and solving his own technical problem with tenacity is not likely to
expend additional energy directing or comiz.anding others in the execution
of the same task. Thus, certain factors compete with each other within
the same person or among otherwise comparable performances. Different
individuals mdy accomplish identical tasks using different allocations•
between personal and supervisory skills.

MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES AT ADVANCED CAMP

Given the preceding information, what should be measured during the
camp and how should it be measured? At the same time the cadet is
familiarizing himself with weapons, communications systems, tactics,
and land navigation, he is developing the soft skills necessary to
succeed as an officer. In fact, most cadets acquire the requisite level
of hard skill expertise, but vary widely in complex general leadership
behavioral factors such as self-reliance, persistence and team leader-
ship. This fact has implications for both measurement and development.

Most hard skill development can be measured through objective
performance and knowledge tests because correct and incorrect response.s
are readily identified. Because cadets are at similar levels ,f develop-
ment, measurement can zero in on specific accomplbshjriiet of goals. How-
ever, effective measurement of soft skills requires a different stratecly.
There are no objectively correct or incorrect response Patterns. There
is wide variation in individual development. Some leadership skill-s car
be observed during a single episode such as a cadet's briefing a squdd
�[�tLively, or maintaining poise under turbulent conditions. Others,

t8



it

such as perseverance or the ability to establish rapport and the trust

of subordinates and peers, require extended periods of observation by a
F trained ratet. Soft skill measurement therefore requires the use of

several raters and rating strategies to be effective.

HARD SKILL MEASUREMENT

The military knowledge and skill cognitive areas should be evaluated
with objective performance tests. Of course, the cadet's physical fit-
ness level should also be specifically evaluated. One system of objective
performance testing, the Skill Qualification Test (SQT), can serve as
a model.

The first requirement in designing performance tests is to establish
the task list and the level of competence expected at various points in
a cadet's training. Certain tasks primarily related to personal behavior,
such as knowing how to prevent heat exhaustion, handle basic instructions,
maintain and use personal military equipment, maintain a level of phy-
sical fitness, and perform basic land navigation skills, should be
learned to proficiency.

Other skills, such as tactics, weapons, advanced land navigation,
and signal communication, should be learned to carefully specified
levels of proficiency, because they serve as a framework for future
learning and performance. Even though the primary purpose of teaching
many of these bubjects ib oriertation, it would be inappropriate not to
evaluate mastery of whatever material has been presented. Both written
and performance-based tests can be profitably used in ROTC Camp. The
reader is therefore referred to Advanced Materials for SQT Development
Workshops (Individual Training and Evaluation Group) and Procedures for
Validating Skills Qualification Tests (Hirshfeld, Young & Maier, 1976)
for the rationale and method of the Skill Qualification Test. These
manuals would be useful for anyone associated with the design of the
curriculum and assessment systems at ROTC Camp, even though the SQT is
designed to measure mastery of critical tasks of an enlisted person's
Military Occupational Specialty. Because the cadet is not expected to
demonstrate comparable proficiency, the task boundaries and situational
conditions for assessment must be restructured for use at ROTC Camp.

LEADERSHIP SOFT SKILL MEASUREMENT

Objective performance testing cannot easily be adapted to measure-
ment of leadership soft-skill areas. As was stated earlier, judgments
of a correct or incorrect means to an end do not suffice. A cadet's
leadership performance cannot effectively be judged with purely objec-
tive measures. Many factors besides the individual's leadership perfor-
mance can also determine the outcome of an assignment or mission.
Therefore a trained observer can best measure the cadet's non-cognitive
performance.

9



Cadet behavior, tasks and outcomes in soft-skill areas, especially
for a leadership position, can be likened to those of a junior officer
or supervisor. The cadet must exhibit behavior judged most effective
in identifying, assimilating, and using resources toward sustaining,
over time, the function of the unit (Campbell et al., 1970). Whether
assigned as leader or follower, the cadet is responsible for the optimal
functioning of his unit and the effectiveness of the company oroanization.
His allocation of resources, material and human, to accomplish his ends
may vary within limits, without any loss of his functioning.

Thus, there is a problem in assessing a cadet's leadership perfor-
mance. One cannot judge his performance solely on whether his unit
accomplished a mission. Instead, the focus should be on actions or
behaviors contributing to optimal functioning. A measure is deficient
if it includes only a few rather than all of the behaviors required for
a job. For example, effectiveness in planning activities would be
clearly deficient as a comprehensive measure of effective use of resour-
ces. At the other extreme, a measure may be excessive if it includes
elements beyond those necessary to affect outcome. Lcading a squad for
24 hours in garrison activities at camp would be a very difficult mission
to fail to accomplish. On the other hand, leading a squad in a tactical
maneuver is difficult when both leader and squad are inexperienced, do
not yet function as a unit, and may be in a constrained situation subject
to administrative and safety controls. If measurement in this situation
were based on mission accomplishment, distribution of scores would be 2
skewed to the non-effective end, showiny littlu vcLlalice Gitkunq cadets.
Such a measure provides no new information to the cadet or to selection
boards. Both know a summer camp cadet is not likely to lead tactical
maneuvers to successful completion. Both also know that successful com-
pletion of scheduled training and necessary garrison duties does not
depend as much on the leadership skills of an individual cadet as on the
objectives of his cadre.

Therefore, a measure of a cadet's effectiveness should be based on
a definition of the total domain of his responsibilities, along with
statements of critical actions judged necessary for effective use of
available and potential resources. Measurement must encompass a soeitc
of observations of the cadet's actual job behavior, by observers able
to judge how effectively he accomplishes all the thi',ps regarded as
important for doing the ]OD properly, no less (deficieut) and no mi)ot
(excessive).

Thus measures of cadet effectiveness shcld bt: tro:.ly job-c:tr ',

rationally de'vised, and bj.sed or. observable ýub behvcs(Campbell ct

al., 1970). In other word:i, the evaluator must •udu. thc exte;!t to
which particular cadet behaviors would covtrlibute u,. ni ic 101,.-: ,
menrt.

Experienced camp evaluatois hav,-, dvmoisttrat ,s t),is- fact in sidqinq
particular tactical leadrship exercis-es.

1()



In Advanced Camp, subjective measurement of factors in a cadet's
job performance can easily be applied to the specific leadership posi-
tions in which he is temporarily placed. Such measurement can be applied
to situations such as the Tactical Application Exercise or to general,t
long term performance. Advanced Camp positions place the cadet in a
fairly well defined and time-delineated job, similar to jobs he will
later engage in as an officer. Officers and NCOs at Advanced Camp know
the requirements of these jobs and would require only additional training
in observing job behavior to become proficient in measurement.

To discern differences among cadets' performances in soft skills
the following scaling procedures are recommended. They are listed in
order of preference.

Behaviorally-Anchored Graphic Ratling Scales. Figures 3 and 4 show
two examples of behavior-based rating scales. The first is taken from a
set of scales developed in a research iproject for assessing performance
differences among Naval otficers (Borman, Dunnette & Johnson, 1974). The
second is taken from an experimental format of t~he Campus Behavior Scale
being constructed by ARI for use in ROTC MS III assessment and counseling
(Mietus, in preparation)

Note that these scales each have a label describinc; the dimension
measured and examples of behavior to anchor the scale points. In addi-
tion, the first scale has a verbal desc)iption of tc dimension and of
scale point groupings. For the ROTC Advanced Camp, tne Naval Officer
Scale example (including behavioral dimension label, verbal descriptions,
and behavioral examples) is recommended as a model. Ideally, there should
be no fewer than five scale points nor more than nine (Sanders & Peay,
1974); five or seven are recommended. The behavioral dimensions, such
as drive and initiative or persistence, should bte determined by the
officers and NCOs who are familiar with the cadets' tobs and who will
rate their performance. No more than five dimensions should be rated
because raters cannot accurately discriminate more (Guion, 1966, p. 97;
Korman, 1971, p. 312).

Ratirngs can be made on three different bases: cadet performance
over a period of time, in a leadership position, or in the Tactiucl
Application Exercise (TAX). Each of these situations requires its own
rating scale. If raItings are mjde oir overall performance, they should be
made at least twice by both Platoon Officer and NCO independently, per-
haps two weeks apart. If they apply to performance in specific leader-

shit; !:-i tLotin:., they sn1olid agair be made independently by both platoon

officer and NCO. At le(ast two different performance. ;hhould be iato6d,

preferably aftt.r the first wee.ýk of camp;. If the TAX or a similai ::itua-
tional performance is rated, the rat ir(j should be on a cadet':_; overrall

perf-ormance in tOk_ TAX. The rater !Jhould be an officer with :some
experience in both the TAX oird ii, small unit trctic:l who can obse-rve
the cadet's performance as a leader and team member.

I I
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DRIVE AND INITIATIVE: MOTIVATION, PERSEVERANCE, WMLLINCMESS, SELF -TAR'T ING, SELF IPROV ING

7 6 432 1
VERY HIGH MODERATE OR AVERAGE VERY 1.O¶M

Wi.tvlng anreed to serve Having agrecd to serve H'avLng ugreed to serve
on most any conmittee, on most any comnittee, on most any co'JiLLLtcC,
would attend all would attend most meetings, would ntt•nd [ow4 miet.Lings
meetings, partlcipate very participate adequately, or be Late for them,
actively, spend more spend time'outaide meetings not participatu, ..pcnd
tiu-e outside meetings ouly as required. no time outside of nt~et-
titan required. lings, and complain abuut

tha Intruaicn on tlme.

If realized doing If realized doing poorly If realized doing poorly
poorly in important in important Job, course, in important Job, course,
course, relationship, relationship, would devote retat'onshiG, would
Job, would duvote sufficient effort to iinprov- give up, accepting
ex|ranrdinary effort ing, or at least have failure.
to improving. intention of improving.

If instructing leadership If instructing leadership If instrucLtng leadership!
lob, would seL up full lab, would set up P. r.,tni- 1ab, uoud ,not pr.:p.'.rO
lesson plan, -ascuss mal but adequate les'son at all and try to r;ot
with others, rehearse. plan, not rehoarse, and others to 0o tost of

require a little cadre the work fi the excuitLon
help in the execution phase..
phase.

Devotes much time to Dovotes an average or Dnvotes no t-nic to
extra-currLculars at moderate amount of time extracirrictilars at
school, job, other, to extracurriculars at school, job, other.

school, job, other.

Adheres to rigorous Generally follows a moder- Does not do anythlin
physical traiLning ate physical tra.ining to achieve or keep to'p
to prepare for Camp.. schedule to prepare for physical cunditio, to

Camp. prepare for Camp.

If very tired, but If very tired but'had If very tired but !w,,
have import.in tasks important tasks to conplete important tosks to
to cnim11IeLe, would do would do most in an atlequate comiplete, ..outid ty h•tLd
anl cottpeLntitly on own way after prompting from to find ways not to dio
initiative, others. them even Lhough pr'o:.ipLed

by others.

If a-Isilgned cce.m paper If assiened a term paper, If asUigned a t-rm, lpaper
would submiti ahead of would submit on time a would sthwlt lte, a
sIchid-lt! it *iat, fairly neat, adequately- hastily done, sloppy
wv'I-detailcd product. thought-out product. product, or notIotU.

Figure 4. Another Example of a Behaviorally-Anchored Graphic Rating Scale.
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Actually, rating individual situations in the TAX, as presently
configured, is not very feasible because of problems with situation
difficulty, variability, and sequencing. Furthermore, such an attempt
would overload the rater while gaining little rating accuracy.

In developing behavior-based graphic rating scales, the following
procedure should be used. For the sake of simplicity, it is written
specifically for scales measuring overall cadet performance at camp;
slight modifications will be necessary for adapting it to specific
leadership positions or the TAX.

1. A group of about 15 to 20 Aevanced Camp Platoon V
officers and NCOs familiar with the camp and cadet performance
meet and contribute examples of behavior representing low, t.
average, and high cadet performance. The entire domain

of observable jobs is covered as completely as possible.

2. At the same meeting, these individuals list the
qualities of a cadet at camp they consider important to
effectiveness or ineffectiveness. They label the quality
and make a statement about it. For example, "Mission
Persistence: dogged persistence in carrying out orders
and willingness to devote effort to achieve a goal."

3. The participants independently pair the examples
with the various qualities. Examples are eliminated if there is
not clear agreement as to which quality they belong.
Qualities are eliminated if few examples clearly illus-
trate them.

4. The qualities and illustrative examples are
re-written to be as specific and unambiguous as possible.

5. Another group of about 15 to 20 officers and NCOs,
equally familiar with rating cadets at camp, then judge the
examples of each quality on a five or seven point scale
according to the degree to which they illustrate effective-
ness or competency. Examples are eliminated if these
judgments show a large dispersion or fall into more than
one distinct group (Dunnette, 1966, p. 97; Campbell et al.,
1970, p. 119; Sanders & Peay, 1974, p. 45.)

Although this procedure is costly in terms of manpower resources
and time consuming, it will result in scales that are meaningful both
to raters and to cadets and that can be used for effective developmental
feedback and counseling. The scales will be quite reliable and possess
considerable content validity.
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Trained raters using these scales are less likely to produce such
rating errors as halo, leniency, central tendency, and chance response

tendency (Burnaska & Hollmann, 1974). "Halo" is failing to discriminate

among different performances of the ratee. "Leniency" is giving only
high or low ratings to all ratees. "Central tendency" is judging most
persons at about the same level, and "chance response tendency" is
rating in an indiscriminate manner (Dunnette, 1966, p. 28; Campbell et al.,
1970, p. 112).

The raters and rating scale producers mentioned above should be
chosen as far as possible on the basis of competence in the measured
tasks. The behaviors and characteristics judged by raters to be impor-
tant in others depend on the raters' own characteristics and effective-
ness (Schneider & Bayroff, 1953; Mandell, 1956; Kirchner & Reisberg,
1962). Platoon officers and NCOs should be involved in developing and
using the scales if accurate measurement and feedback are to be
acquired. Agreement among raters about a ratee's performance varies
as the roles of the raters vary (Campbell et al., 1970, p. 113).

In the Fort Lewis 1975 Advanced Camp, performance ratings by the
platoon officer and NCO correlated +.75. This high but not total agree-
ment provides a more valid measurement than ratings by any single rater
group. Cadets will benefit in obtaining feedback from raters having
several different perspectives.

Simple Grahic Rati Scales. An alternative measurement method to
the behaviorally anchored graphic rating scale is a simple graphic rating
scale. The following version, shown in Figure 5, is recommended.

RATING
Situation Very Adequately Outstandingly

Ineffective Effective Effective
General Non-Tactical D

Tactical

Figure .. Recomrmended Simple Graphic Rating Scale
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This scale could be used in any of the three rating situations referred
to earlier. Raters would also be the same. The rated performance is
categorized in two situations, tactical and general non-tactical.
Tactical situations involve the cadet's ability to lead his unit in
specific tactical maneuvers. All otier activities--unit movement,
physical training, bleacher training, barracks living--are rated as
non-tactical situations.

Again, the cadet is rated not so much on actual mission fulfillment
as on his ability to identify, assimilate, and use material and human
resources toward optimum performance. Ideally, rating should occur after
each specific leadership performance, after each two-week camp period,
and after the TAX. Thus, at least 11 ratings are available for averaging.
Fewer ratings than this are unlikely to yield stable performance profiles.

Unlike the behaviorally anchored scale, this scale provides no
specific behavioral information fcr use in developmental counseling. Its
sole purpose is to provide military management with information for

selection and program evaluation.

Because simple graphic measuring scales are subject to chance
response, leniency, and central tendency errors, extensive rater train-
ing is essential. Raters should have a clear concept of effective and

non-effective cadet behaviors as well as an understanding of rating
procedures and possible errors. They should review and practice methods
of observation and they should keep notes on the behavior of each cadet
being rated. These notes are to he used as an aid in rating and coun-
seling cadets but should not be formally reported.

Both behavior-based and simple graphic scales should be used in
the existing Advanced Camp military training framework. Under this
system, raw scores by raters are constantly monitored for rating error,
cadets are assigned to platoons at random, and raw scores are trans-
formed to Atmy Standard Scores. Random assignment assures a statistically
normal distribution of job performance. The Army Standard Score system
involves linear transformation of the raw score distribution to a dis-
tribution with mean of 100 and standard deviation of 20 in order to
simplify comparison of cadets from different platoons. Because dis-
tribution is not "normalized" monitoring of scubs i:5 necessary to
ensure that each rater's raw score distributions approximate the normal
curve.

Using good behavioral evaluation and acceptability of scales to
military management (see Proceedings of the 1975 ROTC Comunanders' Con-
ference, 1975) as the basis of its judgment, ARI did not consider the
use of the 1976 scales to be desirable. The literature on performance
appraisal indicates that earlier scales, such as tho3 used in 1975,
can discriminate differences among cadets about as well as the proposed
behaviorally anchored scales and better than the proposed simple graphic
scales (Campbell et al., 1970, Ch. 5). However, they arc inferior to
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behaviorally anchored scales as a tool for developmental counseling of
cadets. Figure 6 shows the 1975 scales (ROTC Basic and Advanced Camp
Program, 1975).

D/OE, JOHN D. 2183 12A4
PERFORMANCE

A. Responds quickly and appropriately to a changed situation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. Directs and maintains control of subordinates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C. Thinks on his feet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0. Keeps troops organited and initiates action forcefully 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

E. Keeps troops motivatd 12 3 4 5 6 7
F. Obtains cooperation from subordinates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

G. Maintains emotional control under stress 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
H. Shows ability to anticipate problems I Z 3 4 5 6 7

I. Maintains communications with subordinates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
J. Makes careful and systematic plans 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SIGNATURE OF EVALUATOR SIGNATURE OF CADET

Figure u. Performance Data Card, 'Camp

The correlation matrix from the data gath. red at the 1975 Fort
Lewis Advanced Camp (Table 2) shows a stable and high level of inter-
rater agreement among platoon officers, NCOs and peers. It is expected
and desirable that the coefficients ar' not even higher; they are re-
flexting different perceptions of judges in different roles. ARI is
conducting a longitudinal predictive validity investigation, the TRADOC-
ROTC PROGVAL study, designed to analyze the ability of these measures
to predict Officer Basic Course and first tour perfortrance.

In summary, ARI suggests an evaluation of soft-skill leadership
performance by trained, experienced, and top caliber offers and NCOs.
Cadets should be evaluated in several different situations. Evaluations
may be made on performance in leadership roles, on overali performance
over set periods of time in ROTC Camp, or on overall performance in the
TAX. Ideally, evaluations would be made in all these situations. These
multiple evaluations should be averaged and transformed into Army
anchored or simple graphic scales. Ratings should not be based solely
on objective mission accomplishment, but on behaviors judged important
to this end. Cadets must receive feedback on their performance; it is
essential to their development.
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Associate Rating. Another measure of performance and potential is
the associate rating. Extensive research has established that associate
ratings provide reliable and valid measurements of leadership effective-
ness and potential. In a review of this research, Downey and Duffy (1977)
found substantial concurrent and predictive validity correlations in the
.30 to .50 ranqe. They found little evidence of substantial differences
among techniques of measurement in terms of reliability and validity,
but there were differences in feasibility. Studies indicate growing
controversy regarding the effects of demographic characteristics on peer
evaluations. Such evaluations may be subject to racial bias, or to pulls
of friendship. Results vary from study to study. Although three pub-
lished studies (Downey and Duffy, 1977) showed no clear proof of racial
bias, a study of the 1975 Sumzner Camp (Mohr and Reidy, 1976) indicated
black cade's were far more biased toward other blacks than were white
cadets toward whites. Mohr (1976) recently reported results from a
small sample of Army officers indicating females score lower than males
on ratings received from both sexes. These mixed findings indicate that
ROTC management should be sensitive to possible bias in peer ratings.

In past Lamps, a nomination technique has been used--in which the
• and bottom ten cadets in perceived leadership potential are listed

ach cadet in the platoon. This has proven a feasible procedure.
.. :r ratings correlate high with platoon officer and NCO ratings, and

rooderately hiqh with other Camp measures (Table 2).

ROTC Advanced Camp should continue the nomination procedure, but
should also extend and refine it. Cadets should be taught about the
rating procedure, its value and its uses, and should be sensitized to
the racial bias potential. Three different ratings should 1e made:
a) Future Coirbat Commander/Leader, b) Future Technical Staff Manager,
and c) Contribution to Overall Unit Effectiveness. The first and second
ratings measure potential in the two major dimensicns of military officer
jobs. The recording of both types of ratings will help DA with placement
decisions and will allow females greater opportunity to receive higher
nominations than they have had before. The last rating is of on-the-job
performance at camp. In view of the heavy demands involved in making
three ratings, it would be sufficient to have only the top and bottom
seven (7) cadets listed by each rater in each of the three dimensions.

There should be two peer rating administrations, the first of which
should occur at about the third week of camp. It should be used for
giving immediate feedback, not for record. In addition, a rater by
ratee score matrix should be compiled from these scores. Cadets whose
ratings of others vary considerably from the mean may benefit by being
made aware of this fact by the platoon officer. The second administra-
tion, conducted at the end of camp, should involve ratings on all three
dimensions. A rater-ratee matrix on each dimension may be made to pro-
vide research and management information on bias and validity of the
ratings. Cadets should receive feedback on their own scores back on
campus.
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SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS IN RELATION TO SUBJECT MATTER

The authors have so far suggested using objective performance tests
to assess and developmentally feed back cognitivc skill levels. They
have suggested using judgmental ratings to measure noncognitive perfor-
mance and to record inferences about potential. The following is a
detailed summary of the application of these methods to specific subject
matter taught at Camp. It shows the subject taught, the 1976 measure-
ment made (ROTC Basic and Advanced Camp Program, 1976), and the suggested
1977 measurement. Job performance and peer ratings apply to all these
areas.

Subject: Drill, Parades, and Ceremonies (6 hours)

(a) Objective. To provide for leadership and drill experience,
command and control of units, and the development of leadership charac-
teristics such as initiative and self-confidence.

(b) Scope. School of the soldier and dismounted drill to include
progressive instruction from squad to company and battalion formation,
muss and extended mass formations, inspections, formal and informal guard
mount. Leadership positions will be rotated. Voice and command, preci-
sion, and soldierly bearing will be emphasized.

1976 measurement: None

Recommended 1977 measurement: None

Subject: Physical Training (12 hours)

(a) Objective. To develop the p1.ysical and mental leadership
traits of strength, endurance, coordination, self-confidence, boldness,
and teamwork through a progressive physical conditioning program.

(b) Scope. A progressive and sequential physical conditioning
program designed to prepare each cadet to complete the Advanced Physical
Fitness Test (APFT) with a minimum total score of 300 points and a minimum
of 60 points in each event to receive credit for successful completion
of the Advanced Camp.

1976 Measurement: Physical Fitness Tests (2), one of which is for record.

1977 Recommended Measuremer#: Physical Fitness Tests (2); the first to
be diagnostic, the second i,.,r record.

Comment: Cadets should be strongly urged to score as high as possible
because research shows performance on physical fitness tests to be one
of the valid predictors of officer performance one to five years later
(AKI unpublished data).
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Subject: Chemical, Biological, and Radiological (CBR) Indoctrination
(2 hours)

(a) Objective. To provide the cadet with an introduction to
individual protective measures for CBR operations including tactical
considerations for use in more complex field training exercises.

(b) Scope. Practical training in CBR protection to include mask
drill. Additional CBR training will be integrated into tactical
exercises or conducted as concurrent training.

1976 Measurement: Military Stakes Performance Test

1977 Recommended Measurement: Cognitive: Both Hands-on and Written
Performance Tests, incorporated into Tactics Block testing.
Non-cognitive: Job Performance, Peer Rating

Subject: Field Sanitation, Personal Hygiene, Safety, and Emergency
SFirst Aid (2 hours concurrent training)

(a) Objective. To introduce the cadet to the measures necessary
to maintain good personal health under field and garrison living condi-
tions, the required standards for unit hygiene and safety, and emergency
first aid measures.

(b) Scope. An orientation to the camp environment and to the in-

tensive nature of the training to include safety items peculiar to the
geographic area. Prevention measures and emergency first aid for common
medical emergencies such as heat injury, snake and insect bites, burns,
fractures, sunburn, and sprains, personal hygiene to include care of
feet and general cleanliness. Additional instruction will be integrated
with tactical exercises and/or conducted as concurrent training.

1976 Measurement: None

1977 Recommended Measurement: Written test of knowledge, administered

early in Camp to reinforce learning and to provide camp management with
information on adequacy of training.

Subject: Inspection of Personal Clothing and Equipment (2 hours)

(a' Objective. To familiarize the cadet with the preparation for,
conduct of, and importance of, inspections.
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(b) Scope. Establishment of standards for maintenance of clothing I
and equipment, inspection of quarters and equipment, and supply economy
as an instrument of military management.

1976 Measurement: None

1977 Recommended Measurement: None

Subject: Weapons (54 hours)

Objective. To introduce the cadet to the small arms and weapons that
are currently employed by tactical units in combat, the capability and
employment characteristics of these weapons, and to familiarize the cadet
on the standard service rifle.

Individual Weapons, 16 hours.
1. Scope. Review of mechanical training to include nomenclature,

disassembly, stoppages and immediate action, and care and cleaning of
the service rifle. Training will be conducted with rifle, 5.56mm, M16.
The rifle marksmanship familiarization course prescribed in ROTC SUBJSCD
S-50S, ROTC Advanced Camp Program (Part IV) will be fired.

Machineguns and Cal. .45 Pistol, 8 hours.

a. Mechanical training to include nomenclature, stoppages, and Ii
immediate action, care, and cleaning. Familiarization firing to
include organization and procedures of transition range, and crew
duties with the M60 machinegun. Stress will be given to technique
of fire including characteristics of fire, classes of fire, fire
distribution, fire control and fire commands, target engagement,
and employment considerations.

b. Familiarikation firing, headspace and timing of machinegun,
caliber .50 HB, M2.

Familiarization firing, Cal. .45 pistol (optional, at the
discretion of the commander).

Mortars and Light Artillery, 16 hours.
1. Scope. Mechanical training and crew drill to include charac-

teristics, ammunition, emplacement, care and cleaning, firing tables,
use of sight, fire commands, referring the sight, realionment of the
aiming stakes. Observation procedures for control of mortar and artil-
lery fires utilizing the target grid system of fire control to include
mil-relation, initial fire request, sensing, corrections, and the methods
of adjustment. Fire direction procedures and conduct of fire with mortar
and artillery sections to include duties of the computer chart operator
and recorder.
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Tanks, 4 hours.
1. Scope. Orientation on tanks to include demonstration of

tactical employment (offensive and defensive), maneuverability and fire-
power. where practicable, cadets will be permitted to ride as crew
members and fire the tank weapons system. The most modern equipment
reasonably available will be used. L

Anti-armor grcnadcz, recnilloss weapons, mines, flame throwers,
8 hours.

a. Familiarization firing and orientation to include charac-
teristics, capabilities, and limitations of M72A2 light antitank
weapons, 90mm and 106mm rifles, TOW and DRAGON antitank/assault
weapons, M7g/M203 grenade launcher, hand grenades, and portable
flame throwers.

b. Orientation and demonstration to include capabilities and
characteristics of mines. Familiarization with foreign mines will
be included.

Air Defense Weapons, 2 hours.
1. Scope. Orientation on those air defense weapons systems organic

to the division, primarily the CHAPARRAL, VULCAN, AND REDEYE systems, to
include basic capabilities and limitations, maneuverability, deployability,
and fire power. Where practical, cadets may be allowed to fire the system.

1976 Measurement: Military Stakes

1977 Reccmmended Measurement: Both Hands-on and Written Performance
Tests. Written test ?dministered at end of weapons block. Would have
minimum cutoff score, criterion based. Reported back to PMS, and used
as a management tool for diagnosing training effectiveness.

- .------------------------------------------ --- - - - - - - -----------

Subject: Signal Communications (4 Hours).

a. Objective. To familiarize the cadet with the signal equipment
contained in a platoon-sized unit and to offer practi'cal experience in
the operation of that equipment under tactical conditions.

b. Scope. Review and practical work in the signal communications
equipment organic to the infantry platoon to show its purpose and use.
Practical work in the establishment and operation of a wire system and
radio net; and in radio-telephone procedures and the use of the CEOI.
Skill level will be that necessary for the cadet to participate meaning-
fully in follow-on instruction to be integrated with tactical exercises.

1976 Measurement: Military Stakes
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1977 Recommended Measurement: Diagnostic Performance test built into
training module. Score not reported beyond training committee. Used as
a go/no go indicator for additional remedial training.

Subject: Tactics (108 hours)

Objective. To introduce the cadet to the principles and fundamentals
of individual and small-units tactics, and the command and control
required to employ small units tactically in a mid-intensity warfare
environment. To instill confidence and provide tactical leadership
opportunities. Critiques o!. all tactical training, oriented on leader-
ship principles, are essential to the satisfaction of the mission and
objectives of the camp.

Tactical Training of the Individual Soldier, 30 hours.
1. Scope. Individual day and night training, practical exercises

in RECONDO/Ranger techniques to include: survival, mountaineering,
evasion, hand-to-hand combat, water training, and patrolling. Patrolling
will include: mission, methods of movement, control, and reports. The
impo-tance of the individual responsibility to observe, collect, and
report military information will be stressed. Proper construction of
field fortifications for the individual soldier as prescribed by the
USAIS will be stressed.

Leading Small Units in Combat, 20 hours.
I. Scope. Practical problems in tactical leadership of small units

solved by cadets. Leadership positions will be rotated frequently to
afford participation by all cadets. Frequent critiques where on-the-
spot corrections allow cadet leaders to evaluate their own performance
with comprehension of the leadership techniques and tactical principles
involved. Leadership training at squad level or below is stressed.

Tactics: Offensive anid Defensive, 54 hours.
a. Offensive. The rifle platoon in security mission as the

advanced guard, flank guard, rear guard; the rifle squad in the
weapons platoon in the attack supported by tanks, artillery, and
tactical air. The rifle company problem will stress platoon opera-
tions with cadre officers supervising the cadet commander's action.
The majority of the training should stress platoon level tactics
with some training at the company level. Instruction on CBR,
combat ingelligence, communications, and use of supporting arms
will be integrated where feasible. Subject to availability, use
of helicopters and other aviation support should be irncorporated
in all phases of tactical training.
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b. Defensive. The rifle platoon in security missions (combat
outposts); the rifle squads; platoon in defense. Stress perimeter-
type defense, camouflage techniques, basic principles of defense
against air attack; mechanized and guerrilla forces; use of explo-
sives, chemical agents, minefields, and combat surveillance
equipment.

c. Marchers and bivouacs. Selection of routes and sites;
road and bivouac discipline, foot and motor march seurity.

d. Night training. A minimum of 12 hours of tactical train-
ing will be conducted during the hours of darkness.

e. Combat intelligence. Practical exercise in the collection
and use of combat intelligence will be conducted tiroughout this
phase of training.

f. Field fortifications. Proper field fortifications, peculiar
to squad and platoon defensive positions, will be stressed.

g. Tactical Application Exercise (8 hours). The Tactical
Application Exercise (TAX) is designed to reinforce prior tactical
training to evaluate job performance in standardized tactical sit-
uations. The cadet is placed in at least nine simulated tactical
situations which require appropriate application of basic know-
ledge, skills, and abilities necessary for success in squad level
combat.

1976 Measuzement: TAX Performance Rating

1977 Recommended Measurement:

1. 'Written test of knowledge administered at end of block. A
criterion-based minimum cutoff score should be established. Score
reported back to PMS. Used also as a training program evaluation tool
by camp management.

2. Job Performance in TAX. TAX individual assessment. should be
reported as overall tactical competence. Individual slicific diagnostic
comments should be fed back to the cadet on the spot and not reported.

3. RECONDO rating. All cadets are scored (1 or 0) on each RECONDO
event they complete successfully. Their rating is the sum of these
event scores.
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Subject: Leaders' Reaction Course (6 hours)

Scope. The Leadt -' Reaction Course (LRC) is designed to improve leader-
ship ability by providing the cadet a means of making a self-evaluation
of his leadership ability, by permitting the cadet to apply lessons
learned in formal leadership instructions, and by permitting the cadet
to observe others' strengths and weaknesses.

1976 Measurement: None

1977 Recommended Measurement: None

Subject: Professional Development Activities (8 hours)

a. Objective.

1. To develop in the cadet a better understanding of, and
appreciation for, the roles and contributions of the combat support
and combat service support branches of the Army.

2. To develop in the cadet a better understanding of Army
community life.

b. Scope.

1. Branch displays. Significant items of equipment organic to
divisional units of various branches will be displayed. These dis-
plays may be presented by the utilization of the county fair system
and/or other appropriate means, and will include appropriate des-
cription and demonstration as available time and equipment permit.
The engineer display will be designed to represent the equipment
and capabilities of the combat engineer battalion. The signal dis-
play will be designed to show the equipment used to establish the
communications network at company and battalion level.

2. Sponsorship program. A scheduled and supervised introduc-
tion to the activities and facilities of an Army Installation, and
visits to TOF units, motor pools, and logistical procurement and
storage facilities. Cadet companies will be sponsored by Active
Army battalions to the extent practicable. A voluntary program of
individual sponsorship will be established to permit cadets to
become familiar with the lifestyle of an officer and enhance their
knowledge and appreciation of the Army community.

1976 Measurement: None

1977 Recommended Measurement: None
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Subject: Land Navigation (20 hours)

a. Objective. To provide the cadet practical experience in land r
navigation and orienteering.

b. Scope. Provide practical experience in the use of the compass,
map scales, and orienteering techniques; pacing and terrain association
along with practical orienteering exercises. I

1976 Measurement:

1. Pre-camn written test

2. Two four hour free style orienteering events, the scores of
which are averaged.

1977 Recommended Measurement: Same as 1976, subject to experience from
1976 Camp.

EVALUATION SUMMAARY

The following scores should be reported to the Professor of Military
Science of the cadet concerned:

Job Performance Average Rating (all ratings of all raters
averaged); Army Standard Score (AST) Format

Peer Ratings on each of three dimensions; AST format i

Tactics Knowledge Score; AST format

Weapons Knowledge Score; AST format H

RECONDO Rating; raw score format

Physical Fitness Test Score; raw score format

Figure 7 summarizes the suggested Camp Evaluation System and reports I
and feedback to follow, using evaluation measures that are related to
subject matter taught at camp.
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